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I did not know what to expect when Les Bolland offered to take me out on the greens for an hour-long 
private session.  I was dumbfounded, however, when, after lining up 5 golf balls in a row on tees, he 
said, “Now don’t look at them, and swing.”  As a “beginner” golfer at best, with little experience and no 
training, I was awed when I drove each ball 60-70 yards without looking – and hit them straight.  Les 
instructed me to “drop into my center,” find the weight in my heels, and most importantly, “let the 
gravity of the club do the work.”  Taking his inspiration from time spent teaching golf to the blind, Les 
Bolland’s dynamic, yoga-influenced, and natural approach to golf worked.  At least until my mind kicked 
in.   

After my initial golfing miracle of organically connecting with the ball without looking at it, my mind 
wanted to know “how did I do it?”  I started focusing on techniques and ways to “do it better,” more 
consistently, and with more “power.”  Basically, the impetus to control set in - which is exactly the 
opposite of Les’ message.  In golf, as with life, the mind’s attempt to control our reality is often the very 
thing that limits us.  In this case, what was being limited was not only my swing, but my capacity to 
enjoy the game. 

When I first stepped up to the tee with little or no preconceptions I was able to allow my body to move 
in a “natural, flowing motion” that Les inspires in his students.  However, when I saw my “success” of 
hitting the ball without looking - not to mention hitting it relatively far and straight – my mind went into 
control/questioning mode:  How did I do that?  How can I do it again?  I could not relax into in the 
inherent wisdom of my body.  Perfectionistic tendencies toward manipulation and goal-oriented 
outcomes over-ruled intuition as my sense of enjoyment dissipated, and the golf swing became “work.”  
All sense of play that I had experienced so spontaneously in the first few minutes, devolved into 
seriousness and “getting it right.”  Fortunately, Les kept affirming each swing, finding the positive 
aspects of hitting “too high” or landing the club “too low” in the dirt.  As always it was, “relax, have fun, 
find your center.”  In that space – and without looking – I was able to connect with the ball, drive it 
straight, and do it again.   

Les’ Swingolf™ philosophy offers valuable lessons for living, on and off the greens.  I’m grateful to have 
had the first-hand experience.   

 


